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'IJithin a society, the seeds of change germinate,. grow, fortify 
themselves, and finally bear fruit by altering the social system. 
that a society is the necessary result of the conditions of its own 
existence and the action of these seeds, the seeds take on the character 
of unavoidable "inner drives" that direct the course of social change. 
In addition to these inner drives, a social system is subject to the 
constant influence of external forces, some of which are touched off by 
chance events and thus act as shock factors that perturb and change 
the system. 
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The internal and external factors leading to social change do not 
For example, a social system that necessarily 'function independently. 

is underaoine a process of maturation through internally stimulated 
change may exhibit strong resistance to external forces opposing this 
change, and develop a sort of immunity when the same external force is 
applied repeatedly; while a social system that is in a period of 
decline is more vulnerable to the effects of external factors, and its 
decline may be accelerated by external shocks. 
internal and external forces can be shown in diagram form by defining 
these forces as directed quantities. Their direction can be positive 
(acting to preserve the existence and functioning of the system) or 
negative (acting in the opposite direction). Their size indicates the 
strength of their influence (the amount of potential modification of 
the system). The overall change in the system can then be considered 
in terms of their vector sun. The characteristics of social systems 
and directions of change regultinp, from various cambinations of these 
Internal and external forces are shown in Figure 1. 

The relation between 
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Fig. 1. Features of a Society Affected by 

Internal and External Forces 
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\hen &he intcrnal and external forces are both positive, the 
If the growth and development of the social system are accelerated. 

external positive influence is continuous, the social system is likely 
to underp.0 rapid developnenr. 

Ghen the internal drives are negative, the existence of the system 
may still be prolonged by strong positive external forces. 
case, the decline of the system is temporarily arrested. 

In this 

Let us next consider the case in whfch negative external forces 
act on a social system whose internal drives are positive. Aside 
from cases In which the external forces so completely outweiqh the 
internal ones that they overwheln them and obliterate the system, 
there is a substantial possibility that the society may be able, by 
dint of ita positive internal drives, to compensate for the loss of 
function Inflicted on it by the outside world, repair the damage, 
and recover. Frequently the system trill show active substitution 
behavior and strengthen its capabilities by replacing some or all 
of the components that were damaged or rendered non-functional with 
new conponent~, so that If its performance before and after the 
operaticn of the external influence Is compared, significant improve- 
ment will be found to have occurred. 
countries (Japan and \Jest Germany) after the Second World llar nay be 
an appropriate example here. 

, 

The recovery of the defeated 

Finally there is the case in which both the Internal and external 
The negative factors added from the outside will forces are negative. 

in this case accelerate the decline of the system and hasten Its 
collapse. Even when the direct Impact of the external forces is not 
that large, the system is likely to be seriously affected by them. 

In general, a natural disaster is a source of negative influence 
on a social system (although there are exceptional cases in which a 
disaster has a pasitlve effect: for example, a disaster experienced 
by one of two mutually hostile societies may be a boon for the other). 
After a oociety has suffered a disaster, it may follow one of two 
main paths, the one leading to recovery and the other to disintegration. 
It: may be hypothesized that the internal drives of the social system 
constitute the main factor determininr which of these two paths It 
f OllOW8. 

Even if thls hypothesis is correct, it does not mean that the 
system will always be able to recover on its own. 
wlll be impossible for the social system to recover without assistance 
from the surrounding social system. The relation between the disaster 
and the affected society may be sucmrarized as shovm In Figure 2. 

In some cases it 
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Fig. 2. ilisaster and Cornunity Response 

Three factors influence the process of recovery of the disaster- 
stricken community. 
The second is the vigor or resiliance of the community (its positive 
internal drives). 
surrounding social system for cornunity reconstruction. 

The first is the scale (size) of the disaster. 

The third 13 the a u n t  of help given by the 

Let R represent the dcgrec of recovery of the damaged system, S 
the scale of the disaster, P the positive vigor of the community, and 
H the amount of help given by the external society. These four 
variables can be connected in a causal diagram as shown in Figure 3. 
This diagran expresses the followin: causal relations (Elalock, 
11. I!., Jr., 1971; Duncan, 0. i)., 1975; Asher, B. B., 1976): (1) The 
scale of the disaster has both a direct and an indirect effect on the 
progress of recovery. The direct effect 111 is negative in that the 
larger the disaster, the more the recovery irocess wll be hindered. 
The indirect effect ~21, however, is positive in that the larger the 
disaster, the more outside help will be given to aid the recovery pro- 
cess. The fact that the direct and indirect effects of the scale of 
the disaster operate in opposite directions has fairly important 
implications. (2) Community vigor also exerts its effect through a 
direct route and an indirect route. 
stronger the coininunity vigor the Easter it will be able to recover 
by its own efforts. 
the community the greater its irlportance to its external society, and 
hence the more help it will receive. 

The direct effect L$J is that the 

The indirect effect c4I.i~ that the nore vigorous 
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Fig. 3. Causal Diagram for the Process of Recoverv fron ?isaster 

\$ere: 2 = index of Frogress of recovery 
.I = aaount of he17 riven by outside society . .. 

S n scale of discster 

X = sum of forces (financial strength of external 
society, etc.) affectins anount of aid but not 

included in nodel 

Y = sun of forces (weather; new disasters, etc.) 
affecting progress of recovery but not 
included in model 
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Let LIS now Imagine what happens vrhen a major disaster strikes a 
Acting through route til, the scale of the disaster will comrmmitjl. 

pose a major obstacle to recovery. 
hand, it will promote recovery, but route 
(Duncan, 0. D., 1366; alalock, 3. il., Jr.,- 1971), and since its effect 

S-H and PN1: PzR), Its must be conveyed through two subpaths (P 
effect will be weaker than the effect of that exerted throuo,h [l] 
Ignoring other factors, we can therefore say that the size of a large- 
scale disaster has a negative effect on the recovery process. 

Through route a, on the other 
is an Indirect path 

HS : 
~ 

If the cornunity possesses sufficient vigor, however, the positive 
effect of the influence operating through routes (31 and L41 may be more 
than enough to cancel the negative effect of the &e of th; disaster, 
ao that the overall effect is to pronote the recovery of the system. 
This can be expressed in terns of path analysis (IJright, S., 1334, 1960; 
Duncan, 0. D. ,- 1966) by ,saying that recovery will be promoted when 

, where the vertical lines denote IPRs I <pHs*'nr! I + lpRP I + IPIIP%H! 
the absolute values of the effect exerted through the paths described 
within them. 

If the visor of the comunity Is weak, the positive influence 
exerted through routes [3] and [4] will be inadequate to cancel the 
negative effect of the scale of the disaster. The overall effect will - 
then be to inhibit the recovery proccss. Again ring path analysis 
notation, this relation can be expressed as 1 FF.S )IPHs*PruII i- lPllp*Pwl. 

The argument of Dacy and Kunreuther (1969) that a disaster brings 
economic benefits to the place where it occurs was presented chiefly 
with reference to path r2], with the donation of resources from the 
external society throup,G path r41 being simultaneously included. 
et al. (1977) describe how a cit'y that is in a period of rapid growth 
recovers quickly from s disaster, rshilc a city in a period of stagnation 
either recovers extremely slowly or falls into rapid decline. Their 
argument can be restated in terns of Figure 3 as a comparison of the 
effects of the disaster through route 
reconstructing energy available througli (3). 
cerns the absolute value difference between the effects exerted through 
these two routes. 

Hass 

with the amount of self- 
Their finding thus con- 

1Jith the relations among the factors affecting the recovery 
process sorted out In Figure 3, we shall proceed to examine, through a 
case study, the features of a society after recovery from a disaster. 
Bates et al. (1963) have argued that a disaster accelerates change in 
D social system, bringingabout rapidly that which would occur slowly in 
its absence. The author would like in this thesis to address the 
question of how the role of a society in its external environment is 
chunged by the occurrence of a disaster. 
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THE ERUPTIOLl OF ?Z. USU 
L 

The Disaster 

On Auzust 7, 1977, Mt. Usu, a volcano in Japan's northern island 

Sixteen more eruptions of 
of Hokkaldo, awoke from thirty years of dormancy with a major eruption 
that sent smoke 1,200 neters into the sky. 
various sizes followed during the next six days, depositing several 
tens of centimeters of ash on Toyako-On.sen, a hot-spring resort 
situated directly beneath the mountain. Host of the residents were 
evacuated to places of safety designated by the town authorities or 
to the homes of friends or relatives in other towns and villages. 
Except for maintenance personnel left at the inns and hotels, Toyako- 
Onsen became a ghost town. 

Since Toyako-Onsen had been one of' the most frequented hot-spring 
resort areas in Hokkaido (as measured by the number of overnight and 
day visitors who used inn and hotel facilities), the eruption came a8 a 
severe blow to the tourist industry there. 
touris,. season approaching and the businesses that depended on tourists 
claiming that further continuation of the evacuation order would ruin 
them, the mayor of Abuta (the town which includes Toyako-Onsen) 
rescinded the order for the daytine hours (from 0:OO to 17:OO) on 
August 23. 
Abuta, which wanted the evacuation order lifted as quickly as possible, 
and the police and prefectural authorities, who held that it was still 
too early and cited in support the view of the Volcanic Eruption Early 
Warning Group* that the danger was not yet over. The town authorities 
dealt with this by lifting the evacuation order by stages. 
29, residents of certain areas were allowed to remain at home at 
night, and on September 7, a month after it had been issued, the evacu- 
ation order was finally completely rescinded. The police, however, who 
had been critical of the lifting .of the order from the outset, continued 
to restrict traffic In the area, so that tourism was not viable even with 
the evacuation order rescinded. 'he town authorities, pleading the 
cause of the inn- and shopkeepers, repeatedly asked the police to relax 
the traffic restrictions, and the police finally agreed on the condition 
that adequate safety facilities be provided in Toyako-Onsen. 
restmed on September 23, after what had been a difficult month and 
a half. (Hirose et al., 1978; Hirose, 1979; Watanabe, 1981) 

IJith the end of the summer 

There was, however, a disagreement between the town of 

On August 

Tourism 

. 

* A liaison connittee of volcano researchers authorized by the national 
government to conduct and publish observations of volcanos during nor- 
mal tines and to predict the occurance and scale of volcanic activity, 
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Toyako-Onsen after the Xsaster 

liok!caiflo as a whole suffered losses totaling aP67.9 billion frorn 
tho eruption of &it. L'su, with the city of Date and the tokms of Abuta 
and Sobetsu bearing the preiltest clamn::e. 
been pdrtlculnrly severe, but under the leadersilip of the mayor Of 
Abuta, tlw t o m  authorities set to work to accoriplish a speedy recovery 
and turn the calamity to their advaotaae. !lithin a year of the erW- 
tion, nio new tourist attractions, a Ifusem of Volcano Science and a 
Pheasant Park, :*err opened in Toyako-Onsen. and in 19?0 work began to 
equip an "advent1ly-n park" with faciltLieti for field ntbktiCS. 
atiditiulA LL) these effnrtc cu rorwvate Toyako-Onsen as a resort tom, a 
project has been undertaken to fill in a 23-meter vide, 1.S-kilometer 
lon:: section of Lakc Toya (from rAich Toyako-Onsen derives its naae), 
plant trees and shrubs, and create a proqenade ground. The first 
stage of this project will be comnleted in PP 1982, and the second in 
FY 15.37. Since this promenade has been designated by the Frefecture 
of uOkkaid0 as an emereency bypass route, the prefectural zovernment 
will bear one-third of the g4.l billion construction costs and the 
national governinent the remininp two-thirds, thus syariny! the town 
of Abut& any financial burden whatsoever. This promenade construction 
project is currently being accoilipanied by a project to improve the 
toan roads, for the stated purpose of securiny; safe evacuation routes, 
with three-fourths of the 81 billion costs beins paid by a %rant from 
the national treasury and the rest bein;, borroved at low interest 
rates, vita no fear of straining z'ie torm's finances. 

The effect on Toyako-&sen had 

In 

- 
hior!: is also proceeding on new serrage facilities to treat the 

serrate which the annul 2.5 nillion tourists discharye into Lake 
Toya. &en the first stage of construction is finisher! in 1935, 
Toyako-Onsen will have a coqlete sever system, and in the second sta?e 
of construction, which is scheduled to start in 1386, purification 
facilities \rill be built. At present, very few lakesi.de tourist areas 
anywhere In Japan can boast a sewer system with sewage treament 
equipment, n fact vhhich serves to hizhli4it Toyako-@men's anbition to 
reestablim itself as 8 modern tourist resort. Over 60;; of the cost 
of building, the new sewace facilities will be borne by the national 
governnent in thc forz of disaster recovery assistance, 2nd nost of the 
rest vi11 be available from the national c,overnrnent in lowinterest 
loans. Th: t o m  itself vi11 h:ive to put up only one-tenth of the total 
costs. 

IbLprovenents to schools and other educational and cultural 
facilities arc also under way. Since they are used as evacuation 
centers, they are beixu: moved to safer locations and rebuilt in con- 
crete instead of riood. 

iieasures to prevent further natural disasters are beinr put into 
effect. In ktober 197;, a year an4 two months after the volcanic 
eruption, a heavy rainfall caused a riud flow that took the lives of 
three people. Ro~r a slit da:i has been built upstream of the erosion 
controldm that is incended to check mud flows, to prevent the latter 
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from bein? destroyed by rocks and boulders, and three mud-flov canals 
'are under construction. kaote-controlled television cameras have 
been set up to nonitor EYO key narshes to Give wsrrdnp, of danger. 
aeedin~ has been carried out to stabilize the soil and keep ~ucl slides 
from occurrinz, and this p r o y m  is gradually beeinnine to show effects. 

Aerial 

Toyako-Onsen is thus recoverins from its disaster with remarkable 
celerity, i-nkin= extremely effective use of the reconstruction pants 
and low-interest loans nrovided by the national and prefecturR1 govern- 
ments. In appearance, it is bein=; reborn as one of the most modern 
tourist torms in the whole of Japan. .hxt we shall zo behind the 
apyearunce and exanine the secovcry process by mans of Gats. 

Adjacent to t3e rotm of Abuta but alnost untouc%eil by the volcanic 
eruption is the t o m  of Toyoura. 
were approxinately equal in the scale of their municipal finances. 
Figure 4 conpares their annual revenue trends before and after the 
eruption. In FY 1975 and E 1376, the two toms were at rouflhly the 
sane annual revenue level, but in EY 1977, durinr: which the erubtion 
occurred, and the next year in FY 1973, Abuta's revenues were ncarly 
double those for Toyoura. 
increment expected fron taxes. Vhat factors caused the sudden rise in 
Abuta revenues? 

%?fore t3e eruption, the two towns 

Toyoura'o revenues show only the natural 

One factor is the extrz disbursements received fron the national 

The decline in P-buta's revenue level in 171' 1979, the year 
and prefectural Fioverxnents in tlie form of dlsas ter relief and recovery 
assistance. 
in which the recovery process had reached a stage of initial coziplctlon, 
reflects a reduction in these national and prefectural disbursenents. 
iktional and prefectural zrants to the t:.70 tams are shown in Figure 5. 
Uuring the two years prior to the eruption, Abuta and Toyoura received 
exactly identical ariounts of assistance froo: these sources. After 
the eruption, Abuta's mount clinoed steeply, while Toyoura's remined 
steady. 
received by Abuta after the eruption cane in the form of increased 
national and prefectural aid. 
administrative-led recovery from the disaster, but it also reflects the 
zeal of the t o m  authorities to ride the most of this opportunitv to 
restore their stricken municipality. 

It is ciear that a larze part of the increased revenues 

This can be viewed as slnplv indicatinp 

!?hat hold3 for annual revenues also holds for annual eepenc!itures. 

After tne eruption, Abuta's expenditures rose sharrly, while 
The trends in annual expenditures for Abuta and Toyoura are shown in 
Flnure 
Toyours's rose only s1i::htly. 

An itemized breakdorm oE expenditures reveals a notable rise in 
forvard-investrient expenditures by the town of Abuta after the @rut?- 
tion. Xnvestaent expenditures by the two totms are compared in Figure 
7. For Toyoma, the trend is nearly flat. Pbuta was at olower level 
than Toyoura through FY 1976, but durinr the next three years it shot 
ahead of its nelqhbor to be almost double in terms of absoiute amount. 
Abuta's positive outlook toward the future is apparent here as well. - 
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big. 8. AIlJlUril Nutr~tur 01- Visitors to Toyako-Onsen 

Source: Coriipllcd frorn d.ir &I IJTOV lded by ilokkaido 
Prefectural Oil'icc. 
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Large hotels and 
Repayments bczan 
period nf ter t!w 

inns are said to be pimerally about V200 million in debt. 
to fall due this year, follorJing the three-pear !?race 
eruntion. :;olie. small inns that have lost their school- 

proup clientele to larzer es tnLlishmxits and are in a particularly tight 
econonic squeeze have resorted to rate-cuttinz. To increase their pro- 
fits, large hotcls and inns have been expanding their souvenir-sho? 
and rcotaurant facilitics, ldxLc!i adversely affects business at inde- 
pendent small souverlir shops and restaurants. 

r'iipre 9 records the fluctuations in population for Toyako-Onsen 
from January 1377 to Au2ast 1331. Data are unevailable for the period 
fro:n July to Scptcnher 1377, as the tam ;XIS too ilisru?ter! by t%e 
volcano for tbe authorities to ?:ez'.p accurat2 track of the nonulation. 
Small seasonal variations are visible in the curve, but the main 
trend is a steady downward one. A liirrc scgnent of the Toyak-o-Cnsen 
population consists of cnployees of hotels, inns, souvenir shoy, 
restaurants, night clubs, bars, and the iike. The down-slopinq curve 
of Fi17ure 9 indicates a steady departure of these people for zrcener 
pas tures elsewhere. 

A realignment of the tourist industry at Toyako-Onsen is already 
in proqress. The Toyako-Onsen Tcurism lissociation, sensinr that their 
town had arrived at a turninf. point, asked a large consultin? firm 
for advice on future policy, and received a draft report in SeWcmber 
1920. To redevelo? Toyako-Onsen into a nodern resort area, thekeport 
recommended four basic measures: (a) construction of attractive 
lodziny, facilities suited for a diversified clientele; (b) addition of 
Q hot-spring pool, tennis courts, nature walks, and other sports and 
recreational facilities so that visitors would not lack for activities ; 
(c> creation of a mm3 hospitable ntmosrlhere befitting a hot-spring 
resort; and (d) provision of facilities combininc, the hot spriny, with 
nodern uedicine. Although there was soae criticism of the report as 
bein;: an unrealistic pastiche, the Tourisn Association has taken the 
position that there is no other effective way to halt the decline in 
overnight visitors that has continued since the eruption. 

Social ChanL-e in a Forcotten Town 

One index of the degree of zeneral Public interest in a subject is 
the extent to Tvhicll it is taken un by the mass media. 
rJeasured fron nevspapers, since radio and television are sonewhat 
inconvenient to quantify. Thc freouency and anount of coverwe 
relating to the eruption of iit. L'su in a local, regional., and national 
newsmper are shown in Sicure I.,:. The local newspaper is the Juroran 
-' .limp0 which covers everits in t!ie county that includes Toyako-Onsen. 
The rezionzl ne;repaper is 
readership throunhout .!okkaido. 
top-ranked k a h i  Shinbun. 
:It, Usu in thesz three newspaper!: in se-ii-nonthly periods. 
that the Zraph 3110~~s less renortino in the first half of Ausust in 
1977 than the second is that the eruption occurred on August 7 and there 

This is uqually 

. _  

!ol:l:n%:;o '.;i-drlbun, which has an extensive 
The? nat.iona1 nerrspaper is Japan's 

W w r n  l? shows the freauency of coveraze on 
The reason 
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Fig. 9. Population of Toyako-Onsen by Month 

Source: Toyako-Onsen Branch of Abuta Town Office. 
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TrIere thus only nine days in t:ze first half of the nonth durins vhich 
it could be reported. 

At first tile eruptiori tras reported on most frequent1:r in the 
Uokkaido Shinbun, next nost frequently in the iiuroran PXmpo, and rather 
less frequently iz the hahi shinbun, but in all t?.ree newspapers the 
frequency of coverage declined rnpidly, One year after t'ne eraption, 
covera:;e was at a very low level, althouyh the Volcanic Eruption Zarly 
IJzrning Grou? h& not yet declared. the voicano safe. 
zppeared in October and XoveriDer 1378 due to tlir, m.16 flo.r.7 that Erilled 
three people toward the end of October, but coverage vas alnost COP 
yletely absent from all three papers in 1??73. 
Volcanic llruption Early Yarnin? Group that ''me activity of ;It. Usu 
is subsi_din,n, 2nd the danger is past" care in February 1?79, but the mass 
meZ!ia and general outside interest had subsided Ion2 beiGore the vol- 
canic activity. 

A minor neal: 

The proclamtlon of the 

Figure 11 S~OTJS the coverape as measure5 in square centineters. 
In contrzst to the frcquency sraph, Tisure 11 s h m ~ 3  the :iuroran ~URPO 
lesdtnz the l,olrkaido Shinhr? by a tzide marzinp but, as before, the 
amount of coverage decline< rapidly in just three or four months. 
Coon even the local r,evrspaper, which is extrernely sensitive to local 
nevs m d  interests, had fzllen virt:ially silent on the subject. Tiye 
ocher newspapers, of couzsc, abandoned it eve9 more quickly. 

As Ion;: as the outside society's attention reziains focusel. w o n  it, 
3 disaster-stricken cor.iz7~nity can expect to keep recaiving infusions 
of political, econonic, an2 other resources!, but as the level of 
interest drops, so does the level of asststance. 

process 04 outward i-epair, as seen in Slp,ure' 5. 
munitv nust flnish the recovery yroeess on its pn. T%ethcr it is able 
to do this OL- noc depends upon its latent vizor an6 collective ability. 

1aot:ie.r drop in 
, outside zssistance co:?es rd-~en the danazed cormunity has complete2 the 

Ultimately, the  cor^ 
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The author has Lescri'uca tsle lon;.-terrJ effects of a major fire 
that srrcpt the central icrt of Sa!:ata, a Dediurl-size city in the north- 
east of Japn, ir. nnother ,Faper as follovs: "lfter recovery, the 
damaged arEa is forced to riakc a new adaption to its external environ- 
ment. %ring tile tice  nile the coircnunity's functioning is halted by 
the disaster, the role it fiad plaved in society at lave is taken over 
by other comiunities. An cxchan(.ti of roles, or a functional suhstitu- 
tion, takes place." ('Xrose, 1931) 

The s m e  could be soii? or' Toyako-(insen. Eecause it vas one of the 
outstandin? tourist areas in Japan and suffered severe darnace fron the 
eruption of :It. Usu, vast quantitities of resources were donated after 
the erurtion bv the national, prefectural, and municipal authorities 
and the residents of Toyako-Onsen itself, and recovery from the disaster 
tias extrer:icly rripid; but the eruption altered the role Toyalco-Onsen 
playel in relat2on to its external society. The cli.sn.ster marred. its 
prestif . The volcano set thc conqunity back to t:rc same startin? line 
as other siailar coinriurdties. ihokkaido has a larrre number of tourist 
areas vnich compete with each other for the tourist trade. Scvzral of 
these areas are at an advantaze for one reason or another, and Coyako- 
Onser, had been one of these favored locations. The eruption of :,It. Usu 
robbed Toyako-Onsen of its advantare, and its tourists vanished to 
other areas suc!i a3 2oLoribetsu-Onsen. This type of change is irrevers- 
ible; even after 'I'oyn!:o-Onsec !-;ad becone safe ap,ain, the tourists did 
not return. Iiotiever , throui;h the process of recoverinp: from the disns- 
ter, another changc: to& place. Toyako-Onsen was transfomed by bein? 
refurbished 3s 2 moderr. resort ares. P-lthouyh it nust now enter the 
conpetition for tourists at the GXZ lcvel as other areas, the various 
nev resource:: which it dcrixred froia tile recovery process will undoubtedly 
,:ive it a conpetitive adsantaze. 

Disasters also have serious effects on individual people (Crickson, 
r:. T., 137;; Stern, G. L9 1377), but the question of such effects has 
bern omitted fror; the present dlscuasion, vhich makes use nainly of 
af'zrepite data to analyze tnc offect of the eruption. The mthor feels 
confiLient that thc diszster's inrnct can be adequately traced in the 
a;;::regnte data alone (Friesenn, I:. P., et al., 1979; Wright, J. I?. 
et al., 1S73). 
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